
The BLOCK 
Speaks for itself. . . . 

Customer Comments 
Over a period of about 5 years, my husband and 
I surrounded our little horse farm with 2000 feet 
of Country Estate fence, provided by Acreage 
Fences . We did the work ourselves and set over 
250 posts by hand . The part we prided our-
selves in most was getting each one the exact 
height necessary to form a perfect fence line . 
This, of course, involved some pounding of posts 
into the ground, inspecting, and pounding some 
more . My husband yielded the sledge hammer, 
and it was my job to hold apiece of wood on top 
of the post in order to distribute the impact uni-
formly and not damage the post. We tried eve-
rything from 2xTs to 2x8s, 2x12s and chunks of 
things, all of which broke, flew apart, or splin-
tered. At one point, one of the board slipped and 
two of my fingers served the purpose . I nearly 
lost one of them in the accident . Our project got 
put on hold when I retired as board cap holder . 
The invention of "The Block : is definitely the 
best tool devised since the PVC fence itself . It 
makes planting posts so much easier, and is a 
safety tool of inestimable worth! My fingers are 
fine, our fence is complete, and who knows "The 
Block" may have saved our marriage! 

Judy Bendorf 
CounciCBCuffs, LA 

The Block is so much better than the wood 2xTs 
we used previously to align our posts . It's always 
in our installation trucks and used on our jobs . 

Dakota Fence 
Omaha, NE 

The tool for driving down posts those last few 
inches to get your final post alignment and flow . 

Hands free, no more using that wood 
2 x 4, that splits and stings your hands. 

Fits 3.5, 4, and 5 inch vinyl posts 

Made of durable material that holds up 
against your sledge hammer . 

For more information: 

ACREAGE FENCES 
Phone : 402-571-0511 - Fax: 402-571-5225 


